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Mental Health for  Lawyers – Pitfalls in Practice
Navigating Psychological Pitfalls in Your Practice

Continuing Legal Education for Government Attorneys - 2017
•Speaker: Lawrence Scanlon, JD, MA, LPC, LMHC
•Date: Friday, October 23, 2017
•Wallace Auditorium, Des Moines, Iowa
•30 minutes
•

Introduction
Who am I and Why I am here speaking today?
How you will benefit
What to expect from today’s brief, 30-minute talk
Please ask questions as they arise, as interactive discussion is much more interesting than 
didactic lecturing.

•

Attorneys face many challenges that come with the profession of law.
•These include:
The difficulty of running a business in a profession (new clients, time management, billing & 
collections, finding, keeping and managing staff, managing costs & financing growth, health & 
wellness, client management). See, http://lawfirmsuites.com/2016/03/biggest-challenges-small-
firm-lawyer/
Keeping up with a changing billing landscape – hourly rates, flat rates, bundled services, for 
example. See, 
http://www.abajournal.com/legalrebels/article/tech_competence_and_ethical_billing, see also,  
http://businessoflawblog.com/2014/10/challenges-law-firm-billing/

•

Attorneys face many challenges that come with the profession of law.
Keeping up with changes in the law, including technology, alternative billing, and competing 
referral sources like Rocket Lawyer, AVVO and others (whom I feel are bullying their way into 
our profession). See, 
http://www.abajournal.com/news/article/rocket_matter_unveils_office_365_integration
One of the highest incidents of suicide, drug & alcohol abuse and addiction for any profession. 
“… 21 percent of the attorneys responding to the survey acknowledged that they are problem 
drinkers, 28 percent struggle with depression, 19 percent experience anxiety, and 11.5 percent 
have reported suicidal thoughts. The project surveyed 15,000 lawyers around the United States 
during 2014 and 2015.” See, 
http://www.abajournal.com/magazine/article/substance_abuse_and_mental_health_issues_are_
a_growing_problem_for_the_lega, see also, 
http://www.abajournal.com/news/article/younger_lawyers_are_most_at_risk_for_substance_abu
se_and_mental_health_prob

Psychological impediments
• In my opinion, lawyers today deal with the following psychological issues that impede them from 
maximizing professional fulfillment. These include, but are not limited to, the following:
 fear, 
anxiety, 
competence, 
 isolation, 
 lack of civility / professionalism, 
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uncertainty with how to deal with troublesome clients (and other attorneys), 
and perhaps most importantly, a lack of fun. 
These conditions result in a waste of time and therefore, a waste of money.

•

Fear
•Fear
Drafting pleadings
Appearances in court
Arguing motions
Getting things right / wrong

•

Anxiety
•
Anxiety is the fear of how one will act to unknown events in the future.
 If you can understand that if you “respond” rather than “react” then you will successfully deal 
with unforeseen events.
Distinguish “responding” from “reacting.”
This works in other contexts, as well.

•

Competence
•Obviously – knowing and applying the law.
•Technology – ethics rules mandate being technology-proficient.
•Mentoring – some benefit from, others never have.  

Isolation
•
Mentoring so important to attorney development
Peer support so important for continuing development
Depression
Alcohol/drug abuse/addiction
With movement to electronic filing and resolution of cases, there is less opportunity to interact 
and learn by watching in court.


•

Lack of Civility / 
Lack of Professionalism
Email – an efficient, but problematic means of communication 
Demise of civilization – spam, phishing, too formal, not formal enough, too fast, even affecting 
elections – depending on which side of the aisle you’re on
 (recall a first employer who was so offended by another attorney who only faxed documents 
(1998), but it was less expensive, etc. … but his gripe was that the correspondence wasn’t 
written, and on letterhead – and not just that which was printed, but was actually true 
letterhead with raised lettering). 
Email, however, is fast, inexpensive and efficient. Except when you’re getting them after typical 
business hours, when you’re lulled into casual and colloquial language, and when you’re 
autotype sends confidential information to opposing counsel. How do you use email?

Arguing with no judge present
The “Anything Else?” defense
The “Teflon Armor” mindset – don’t take it personally.
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•

Lack of Fun
You must love what you do
 Identify your strengths (litigation / transactional / other …)

•

Can you be happy as a lawyer? 
 2007 University of Chicago Study1
 Fewer than half of lawyers describe themselves as happy
 2011 Study of WI Public Defenders 2




 Lawyers 2x more likely to abuse alcohol than the general population3
 Lawyers have one of the highest rates of suicide4
 Lawyers are one of 3 professions with elevated rates of depression5

IDENTIFIED PROBLEMS

PSYCHOLOGICAL DETAIL

Stressful Profession

STRESS
 Many lawyers are not concerned that they are stressed
 Seen as a badge of honor/successful
 Untreated stress that goes on too long is depression
 www.lawyerswithdepression.com

IDENTIFYING STRESS


 1st Stage – feeling overworked, uncertain of abilities

 2nd Stage – feeling tired, irritable, frustrated, less productive, skipping meals, or “comfort” eating

 3rd Stage – feeling resentful, guilty, neglecting family & friends, not enjoying work or life

 4th Stage – withdrawing, physical illness, drug/alcohol abuse, emotional/mental illness



EFFECTS OF STRESS
 Irritability
 Depression
 Anxiety
 Sleep Issues
 Eating Issues – over and under
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 Physical
 Drug/Alcohol Abuse



ALCOHOL USE
 Can be very “normal” or appropriate
 Things can change fast/snowball
 Pattern emerges
 Using for other than social reasons
 Using it to relax changes to needing it to relax


CRAFFT QUESTIONS
 Have you ever ridden in a car driven by someone (including yourself) who was high or had been 

using alcohol or drugs? 
 Do you ever use alcohol or drugs to relax, feel better about yourself, or fit in? 
 Do you ever use alcohol or drugs while you are alone? 
 Do you ever forget things you did while using alcohol or drugs? 
 Do your family or friends ever tell you that you should cut down on your drinking or drug use? 
 Have you ever gotten into trouble while you were using alcohol or drugs?



CAGE ASSESSMENT
 Have you ever felt you should cut down on your drinking? 
 Have people annoyed you by criticizing your drinking?
 Have you ever felt bad or guilty about your drinking?
 Have you ever had a drink first thing in the morning (an eye opener) to steady your nerves or get 

rid of a hangover? 


Specific Work Related Effects
 Loss of concentration
 Absenteeism
 Mistakes
 Failure to return calls, emails
 Failure to open mail
 Lower Productivity/Billable Hours




OTHER CAUSES OF STRESS FOR LAWYERS

 Rumination

 Errors in Thinking

 Compassion Fatigue

RUMINATION
 Rumination is another effect of stress
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 Definition - contemplation or reflection, which may become persistent and recurrent worrying or 
brooding
 Positive Reflection

- Reflection on a problem can lead to a solution
- Can also help you process strong emotions
-

RUMINATION 
 Negative brooding/obsession
 can’t stop thinking about something
 negative feelings
 rehashing
 could’ve, should’ve

RUMINATION
Rumination can be oddly irresistible, and can steal an hour of your attention before you even 
realize that you’re obsessing again. 

EFFECTS
 Increase Stress
 Negative Frame of Mind
 Rumination will produce a more depressed/unhappy mood
 Less Proactive
 Self Sabotage
 Negative coping behaviors, like binge eating or using drugs or alcohol


EFFECTS (CONTINUED)
 Studies show that rumination can increase your cortisol levels, signifying a physical response  

stress
 Hypertension

A link has also been found between rumination and hypertension. Rumination may prolong 
the stress response, which increases the negative impact of stress on the heart.6

ERRORS IN THINKING
 Miracle Worker
 Jumping to Conclusions
 Identity
 Personalization
 Snowballing
 Perfectionism


COMPASSION FATIGUE

The cumulative physical, emotional, and psychological effects of being continually exposed to 
traumatic stories or events when working in a helping capacity.



 “ There can be a cost, emotionally and psychologically to doing this kind of work. We deal with a 

lot of unpleasantness. Even for lawyers who know how to maintain …distance, this stuff seeps in. 
It changes your perspective on the world”. 
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 Deb Smith, Director of Wisconsin State Public Defenders

CONTRIBUTING FACTORS
 Heavy caseload / docket
 Exposure to trauma

 Additional Factors identified in WI Study


 Lack of respect
 Lack of control
 Lack of time to process or lack of support

SOLUTIONS FOR:
 Rumination
 Errors in Thinking
 Compassion Fatigue



SOLUTIONS FOR RUMINATION
 Be more mindful of when it is happening or triggers
 Allow it to happen/time limit
 Pre-determine activities that will help you stop
 Change the way you think
 Write it down


ERRORS IN THINKING - SOLUTIONS
 Miracle Worker
 Identity
 Jumping to Conclusions / Pre-Judging
 Personalization
 Snowballing
 Perfectionism

SOLUTIONS FOR COMPASSION FATIGUE
 Debrief
 Taking care of yourself

-- Sleep
-- Nutrition

 Strive for work life balance
 Inter-connect – don’t isolate
 Have a plan
 Ask for help

THE PROBLEM SOLVERS
Ask for help

“We’re used to being the ones who can solve the problem. We always think we can fix everything, 
so it’s hard to ask for help, because we are the help.”                         
Joan Biebelhausen

Minnesota Lawyers Concerned for Lawyers
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OTHER SOLUTIONS

 Time Management

 Mindfulness

TIME MANAGEMENT 7
 Avoid procrastination
 Avoid the unexpected
 Try not to stray out of your expertise area
 Review your files every ____ days
 Don’t avoid tickler dates



MINDFULNESS
 Work Mindfulness
 Everyday Mindfulness

EFFECTS OF LESS STRESS
 Improved mental health
 Sleep better, improved physical health
 More efficient at work, increased work productivity
 Happier in other areas of your life

RESOURCES
1. Gillespie, Becky & Temple, Hollee, “Hunting Happy,” ABA Journal (February, 2011)
2. Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, “Secondary Traumatic Stress in Attorneys and Their Administrative 

Support Staff Working With Trauma Exposed Clients”, The Journal of Nervous and Mental 
Disorder (December, 2011)

3. Robert Zeglovitch, “The Mindful Lawyer,”23 GP Solo 7 (October-November 2006)
4. Dangerous Dedication, 83 ABA J. 28 (Dec. 1997).  By Laura Gatland.  
5.
5.
5.
5.

5. W.W Eaton, J.C. Anthony, W. Mandel & R. Garrison, Occupations and the Prevalence of Major 
Depressive Disorder, 32 J. Occupational Med. 1079 (1990).
6. www.stress.about.com
/od/psychologicalconditions/a/rumination
7. Kroll, Jeffrey, Not Enough Time in the Day Management Tips, Prairie Capital Convention Center 
(2008). 
8. Carroll, Don, A Lawyers Guide to Healing (2006).
9. Levit & Linder, The Happy Lawyer, Making a Good Life in the Law (2010).

Lawyers – Litigants – Persons you may encounter…
Personality Disorders – Cluster B
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•An enduring pattern of inner experience and behavior that deviates markedly from the 
expectations of the individual’s culture, is pervasive and inflexible, has an onset in adolescence or 
early adulthood, is stable over time, and leads to distress or impairment.

•DSM-5, pp.645

Personality Disorders –
Antisocial
Antisocial – disregard for and violation of rights of others
Unable to follow the law or social norms; 
Deceitful, lying, conning others for personal profit or pleasure;
 Impulsivity
 Irritable and aggressive;
Reckless disregard for safety of others;
 Irresponsibility with job or finances;
Lack of remorse – no empathy.
DSM-5, pp.659-63

•
Charming, smart, manipulative, exploitative in sexual relationships.
acts in one’s own interest without regard to impact upon others. 
no empathy. There is a spectrum – criminal / white collar-criminal is obvious, but on the more 
socially-functioning level, appears as cruel, heartless, and may be seen in CEOs
get your retainer and evergreen provision in place and use detail in billing.

•

Personality Disorders –
Borderline
•Borderline – instability of interpersonal relationships, self-image, affects, and impulsivity
•Frantic efforts to avoid real or imagined abandonment;
•Unstable and intense interpersonal relationships characterized by alternating between extremes of 
idealization and devaluation;

•Unstable self-image or sense of self;
• Impulsivity in 2 areas that are self-damaging ($, sex, substance abuse, driving, eating);
•Suicidal behavior, threats of suicide, self-mutilation;
•Severe mood swings (intense episodes) in short periods of time (few hours to few days);
•
•Chronic feeling of emptiness;
• Inappropriate, intense anger (or inability to control the same) 
• impulsive; 
•seeks social feedback through suicide threats; 
•DSM-5, pp.663-66
• “you’re the best lawyer in the world …” until you disagree, and then you’re evil and will be 
threatened with malpractice lawsuits and complaints to the Office of Professional Regulation. 
[communication – there will be lots of it in non-traditional format (I come from days of letters, 
phone calls); you will see: texts, IMs, even phone calls - which must all be papered, memorialized 
to protect your decision-making and demonstrating informed communication with client]

Personality Disorders –
Histrionic
Histrionic – excessive emotionality and attention seeking
Uncomfortable where not center of attention;
 Interaction with others often characterized by inappropriate sexually seductive or provocative 
behavior;
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Rapidly shifting and shallow expression of emotions;
Uses physical appearance to draw attention to self;
Speech style is excessively impressionistic and lacking in detail;
Self-dramatization, theatricality, exaggerated expression of emotion;

•
Easily influenced by others or circumstances;
Considers relationships to be more intimate than they actually are.  
DSM-5, pp.667-69
 [deposition – you present: volatile, saying more than deponent should, can be massaged by 
opposing counsel. 
Conversely – if you are deposing, you can change your style to invite testimony (in discovery 
deposition context)].

•

Personality Disorders –
Narcissistic
•Narcissist – grandiosity, need for admiration, lack of empathy
•Grandiose sense of self-importance (superior w/out proof);
•Preoccupied with fantasies of success, power, brilliance, beauty or ideal love;
•Believes he/she is special and unique, and can only be understood by others of similar stature;
•Requires excessive admiration;
•Sense of entitlement; Interpersonally exploitative;
•Lacks empathy;
•Arrogant, haughty.
•DSM-5, pp.669-72
•
•
•World revolves around the narcissist;
•Everything they do impacts the world and everything that occurs in the world is because of them;
•Exaggerates achievements; 
•Seeks constant praise; 
•Envious; 
•Low on the empathy scale; 
•Takes advantage of others;
•Want to know what you think of them.

Examples / Stories
Depression = loss of $
3-week bender = loss of $40K
Contempt of Court = federal court lockup and balogna sandwiches
Depression / bipolar disorder / schizophrenia = drive to court call, but take a left at Peoria and 
end up in Alabama
A part-time judge and attorney - disciplinary case concerning recent work as a public defender. 
While representing an imprisoned client, attorney / part-time judge became sexually involved 
with prisoner. Legal ethics complaint accused attorney / part-time judge of violating disciplinary 
rules against having a sexual relationship with a client, representing a client in a matter in which 
there is a significant risk of a material conflict of interest and engaging in activities that might 
call into question a judge’s independence, integrity or impartiality. Examples of  the “no-duh’s,” 
but …
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•

Examples / Stories
•Communication – recent ABA article re Face Book “relax” attorney …
•Client asks for information about case.
•Attorney says via Face Book: 
•Relax. 
• I will take care of it.
• I will explain later.
•We are fine.
•Be happy. We are in the driver’s seat.
•
• I’m busy right now.
•U realize we sued the wrong company right? We got the money from a company that had it. The 
correct company would never have had this type of money to pay our judgment.

•This is complicated.
•We’ve been busting our asses getting ready for this hearing.
• I can’t explain the whole process.
•Atty also claimed he would have to write a book to explain it all to the client, the charges said.
•

Thank you!
Presenter: 

Lawrence Scanlon, JD, MA, LPC, LMHC
Attorney and mental health professional whose purpose is to help lawyers live more fulfilling 
personal and professional lives.

Contact information: 
Cell: 312-771-7722

Kardia Counseling, 1370 N.W. 114th Street, Ste. 206, Clive, IA 50325. 515-267-0030. 
Larry@KardiaCounseling.com

Scanlon Law Office, Inc., 444 North Michigan Avenue, Suite 1200, Chicago, IL 60611. 
Larry@ScanlonLawOffices.com
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